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The value
Opera Mini™ is the revolutionary Web browser that goes where 
you do. Designed for speed and usability, Opera Mini provides  
remarkably fast browsing on nearly any mobile phone. Opera 
Mini is platform independent, bringing the Web to mass-
market phones, while ensuring a great  user experience.

A consistent user experience
Opera Mini uses a remote server to pre-process Web pages 
before sending them to the phone. The majority of the 
processing and rendering is done on the server, making it 
possible to access the Web on all types of phones, including 
those with limited resources. With its small footprint and 
high level of usability, Opera Mini provides a consistent user 
experience across a broad range of handsets.

Opera Mini 4.1
Web everywhere

Operators
Brand a unique Web experience to all your customers, regard-
less of the handset being used, and signi� cantly increase ARPU 
across the entire customer base. 

Handset manufacturers
Make your full range of Java and BREW-enabled phones more 
attractive to operators and consumers by including a powerful, 
user-friendly Web browser on these devices.

Content providers
Provide value-added mobile content to customers and users.

End users
Use your current handset to browse and interact with the 
Web easily at high speeds and with low costs.

Availability
Opera Mini is available to end users worldwide at 
http://www.operamini.com

www.opera.com/b2b

“

““Opera Mini makes sur� ng the web truly 
practical.”

PC Authority
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Opera Mini

Footprint: 
120 KB

Architecture: 
Client-server

Platforms supported: 
Java (MIDP 2.0)
BREW (coming soon)

Distribution: 
Over The Air (OTA)
Pre-installation

Availability: 
Available globally in over 
65 languages

   New for Opera Mini 4.1

   Now 50% faster!
   Browse your favorite Web sites even faster than before!

   Download and upload � les
   Update your blog, add attachments to e-mail and download   
   content directly to Opera Mini without using the native mobile  
   browser.

   Autocomplete URLs
   Enjoy easy and intuitive adress input thanks to Opera Mini’s 
   automatically suggested URL completions.

   Find in page
   Search the text on the page to � nd what you are looking for   
   quickly. 
   
   Save pages
   Make the most of o�  ine time by saving Web pages for later 
   viewing. 

   
   More great features

   Full Web experience
   Access the full Web from the vast majority of mobile 
   handsets.

   Overview mode
   Enjoy dynamic zooming and navigation of page content with  
   overview mode.

   Multi-search
   Add search engines to the start page.

   Landscape view
   Flip your phone sideways and enjoy browsing on a wider
   screen.

   RSS feed reader
   Subscribe to favorite news feeds for one-click access in the 
   browser.

   Secure connections
   Take advantage of safe connections to online banks and 
   e-commerce.
   
   Opera Link™
   Synch your Speed Dial and bookmarks between your mobile  
   phone and computer.

How Opera Mini works
Opera Mini is a browser solution where the full Opera browser is running on a remotely 
located Opera Mini server rather than locally on the handset itself. The handset needs to run 
only a small (120 KB) Java client to access the full Web. When a user requests a Web page, it 
is fetched by the Opera Mini server, transcoded into an optimized format, compressed up to 
90 percent and sent to the handset.
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